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SCIILEIERMACHER'S "ABSOLUTE FEELING OF DEPElID}fNCE," AND ITS EFFECTS ON fiS DOCTRINE OF GOD.
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GREAT men live and work after they are dead. An earnest
thinker does not lose his influence when he leaves this eart1a,
but often accomplishes more by Ms writings than by bis life.
He may be forgotten for a time, lJut \:.J'.'x!1v great be will be
recalled to the memory of men. lli ,()h'l: !)""nle may know
bim no more, but he will have spiritUlit ch:J,Jr.· .. in foreiga
lands and other ages.
Such is to some extent the case with that L
.. ~ .#
name stands at the head of this article. . ile h:"
.rf.at .
burning purpose, which was, in the wor,l~ nf 7....1... . '.
establish an eternal peace between living Christian faith, and
free scientific investigation working independently for itself,
so that the former may not hinder the latter, and the latter
not exclude the former/' Practically he lives to-day in tile
revival of religion in Germany consequent upon his efforts.
As a scientific theologian he lives too, and has come recently
to have a wide influence in our own land. He lives and ....m
live in the power of that great truth, not first presented. bat
first thoroughly wrought out and made the leading idea of I
system of doctrine by him, viz. that Christian truth is a perfect sphere underived from, and not tributary to, any other
sphere of thought. The peace he sought, was to be ~
lished by the recognition of the fact that religion and science
were once and forever independent the one of the other.
In this effort he did not stand alone, but was, as Zeller
says again, only" the most important among those who for
more than a century" had had similar aims.
1
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The first of these to consider the subject from the philosophical point of view was Immanuel Kant. Having destroyed,
8S be supposed, by an unsparing, but not malevolent, criticism
'the pretences of the mind to know anything about God, or
ontological questions in general, and tpus annihilated th~
~cience of theology, he built up an edifice of faith upon those
truths which the mind is compelled to presuppose in order to
bring sense into the deliverances of our moral nature. If
happiness belongs by congruity to virtue, then there must be
a future life where happiness can be joined with virtue, as it
is not in this, and a God who can secure their union. Thus
Kant opened the way i(\r the idea which Schleiermacher
elaborated. He reJe~.:d science to the mind working under
categories; he plit r' .:;ion in another realm, that of faith
and of postulated p~upositions. Religion resting ultimately
upon morak and the categorical imperative, was as independent and supreme in its sphere, as science in its. But his
system was far from being the Christian system, and the
pregnant idea lying in it, seemed to threaten ill rather than
promise good to dogmatics. 1
After Kant there are two men who give us again a glimpse
of this idea, yet only a glimpse, - the so-called Philosophers
of Faith,L- Hamann and Jacobi. The former puts the certainty of faith into the place of the certainty of knowledge,
for, says he, "the truths of religion must be experienced."
The latter was so much impressed by Spinoza's argumentation as to say that all demonstration will bring us to the
universe as a whole, and not to an extra·mundane Creator,
88 the ultimate principle of things. Accordingly Jacobi, just
88 he taught that we have an immediate knowledge of external things, taught that we have an immediate conviction
of the supersensible, which conviction he calls faith. God is
present to man through the heart, just as nature is preslmt
to him through the senses, and no object of the senses can
1
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80 affect man as the absolute objects, - the true, the ~
the beautiful, the sublime,-that is, God. We belie1'e _
God because we behold him. Thus religion i8 removed fraa
the sphere of reasoning, demonstration, science, and ....
jndependent.l
Jacobi thus anticipates in a certain degree the poaitioa of
Schleiermacher. Both put religion in the same departmeat
of our nature, Jacobi in the" heart," Schleiermacher in tile
"feelings," and both declart: we have an immediate kn0wledge of God. And yet Schleiermacher holds th~ vie....
we shall see, in a different way from, and upon other groaodI
than Jacobi. Still more closely <uli&! in certain respeeIa
with Schleiermacher was anotilcr :~ri! r. who eanDot be
called a philosopher, but who hau' A'_ 7c·~,il •• ,.s both the
philosophic depth and earnestness, the CI it.;., " , 'D8D of
literature, Lessing. In Landerer's words,2_ ...... ". I-..~
was the one who bowed down before the spn .
.....
when he 'forged the Nathan's ring of relig: ..:. ~ ,
lessness,' ..... although we can say that Chri~ti~:-:';l:
".
theless always maintained its superiority in his new,-to be
sure not the historical, but the inner, experimental C~
anity of the heart. We should never forget that Lessin«
pointed to the immediate life of religion in the feeling as the
insurmountable bulwark of Christianity against the objeetiolll
of ite opponents. 'If one should not be in position: be 0D0e
881s, ' to answer all t.he objections which reason is 80 boay ill
making against the Bible, yet religion would remain 1lJldi&.
turbed in the hearts of those Christians who have aUaiDed
an inner feeling of the essential truths of the same.' '11IiI
appeal to the felt facts of the Christianity of the heart, ad
our emancipation from a mere external authority of the leUB
of the Bible: are Lessing's fundamental thoughts in his CCl8test with Goze."
But while Lessing stands at one end of a long night of ~
ligious struggle, Schleiermacher stands at the other, at tIte
breaking of the day. Let us turn our attention now to him,
1
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and while wo note the great and true thought of which he is
the earliest adequate expounder, let us not forget to trace his
aystem as a whole, at least in its great outlines, and to gain
a true estimate of its value.. l!'or while the peace he sought
to found will be more firmly established with the progress of
time, and that great thought of his that religion has its own
independent sphere, will assume more and more weight and
have greater and greater influence in deciding the laying of
the foundations and the raising of the superstructure of dogmatic systems, yet Schleiermacher is not therefore to be implicitly followed. What is gocd '...e are to recognize and use,
and what proves itself e,v;1. reject. This is both right, and, I
believe, the truest honor we can show to the memory of any
great man. Schleiermacher did indeed promote, or if any
strong friend of his demands it, we will say, he did indeed
originate, that course of thought which turned the tide of a
scepticism and infidelity in Germany such as has never swept
over any other land. But we may not hastily follow him in
all things, or implicitly submit to. his guidance in our own
contests with unbelief.
We begin our consideration of his doctrine with
THE ABsoLUTE FEELING OF DEPENDENCE.

At the opening of the Glaubenslehre 1 we find the proposition (§ 3) ., Piety is, when considered merely in itself, neither
a knowing nor a doing, but a definite condition ~ of the feeling, or of the immediate consciousness.'" This proposition
Dot only presents the now familiar thought that Schleiermacher grounds religion in the feeling, but limits that feeling
to conscious feeling. The consciousness meant is, further,
DOt a mediate one, which has been gained by reflection, for
before this pious consciousness all definite thought or volition
lOur authorities for thill sketch are the

II

Glaubenslehre" (G.); the

II

Reden

6ber die Religion an die Oebildeten," etc. (R.). in an edition furnished with notel
by Schleiennacher in 1821; and the" Dialektik" (D). In the Reden we hue
numbered the paragraphs of the text consecutively. 104 in all, and 8hall dea~
nalle them by theae numbers.
I Beltimmtbeit.
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may utterly disappear. It is a complete surrender and Ibsorption of self in the object of consciousness. True, 61lCh •
consciousness may afterwards accompany special acta .thought or volition, in the same way as a feeling of joy 0DCe
ex.cited may accompany us in all our subsequent acta for.
long time. But in its essential nature it is as before said.
What the object of this immediate consciousness ia, lie
shall subsequently see. We are now interested in gettiag
clear views as to the consciousness itself~ and shall find help
in a passage of the Reden, § 22. When we contemplate aoy
object (let me propose as s.: ''l'xampll' a sleeping child)," the
more distinct the image of the ubi, ,t cU(itemplat.ed becomes,
the more all specific consciousneSd 01 ~wl; uisappears." Whea
every movement of the breast, every chanll:i,''; flnsh of the
cheek, the whole innocent beauty of the ine<- fiji., ·.a;r thought,
we do not think of ourselves. But on the coutl'f!~ ;f ..._
picture ex.cites an emotion in the beart, the moN.. ,;:
. :.!••')tion comes to fill our consciousness, the more the. ,", "'ness of the picture fades away, and we may stand •• lost lD
thought," because seeing and being conscious of the object
before us no more. Of such a character is the co~
which constitutes piety in its essential and simplest form. D
is a complete absorption of the pious soul in the object tonrd
which piety is directed.
Pious consciousness thus elementarily considered does not
differ from cOllsciousness which has no claim to this disti»
tive name. Its distinctive element is presented by Schleiel'macher in his next proposition (§ 4) as this: "that we are
conscious of ourselves as absolutely dependent, or, in other
words, as in relation with God."
The fundamental element of religion is, therefore, the abe&
lute feeling of dependence. In this peculiar phrase, we are
first called upon to explain the word dependence.
It is an admitted psychological fact that there can be DO
consciousness of ourselves, except as we are conscious of ~
selves as under some modification. I am conscious of myself
either as thinking, or feeling, or willing. If not in some ODe
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of these ways, then I am not conscious at all. At any definite moment there will be a definite modification of the ego,
and the question must arise, Why this modification, and not
some other? or, Whence does it come? The only possible
answer is, that, in the last analysis, I am as I am because I
am affected by some other thing, determined by it, and so
dependent upon it. I am at this moment, for example,
thinking of paper, and not feeling an emotion of anger, because this sheet of paper by means of etherial and nervous
vibrations has produced an effect upon my consciousness, has
determined me, and so I am dependent for my present form
of consciousness uponJt
Now with this feeling'ufdependence there is joined in my
experience a feeling of freedom. I can exert an activity
which results in modifying the mode of the existence of that
which I perceive, so that" it is determined by me, and without my activity could not be so determined" (§ 4, 2). - As
I write upon this paper, for example, it becomes covered with
letters, words, and sentences, assumes the character of a
written page in place of that of a mere piece of paper, - all
of which could not be, did I not exert my freedom. Accordingly I stand in a relation of reciprocal causation with the
world, and am in respect to it both dependent and free.
Hence, in all my relations with the world I am conscious of
reiatit'e dependence and freedom, for everything determines
me, and either is or may be determined by me. And endentiy there can be no absolute feeling of freedom, for if
there is, it must be such in reference to some object, and I
cannot even perceive that object without being determined
by it, and so dependent upon it. If I will even write this
one line on the paper before me, I must see the paper, and
am thus brought into the mental state of perception, instead
of that of remembering in which I might otherwise have
been, and so the first condition of my activity, the writing,
is my receptivity, the perception, of my freedom is my
dependence.
If the feeling of absolute freedom is thus impossible, can
Digitized by
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there be an ab.olute feeling of dependence, as our piOfiGIiition above quoted declares, which can be made the fouadatioa
of religion? Schleiermacher not only answers this quadioa
affirmatively, but declares that the feeling of relative freecIca
is a necessary element of absolute dependence. The abaobde
feeling of dependence, says Schleiermacher (§4,8) to reoder
his words freely, " can in no way arise from the openWoa of
anyone definite object upon us, for there would always be •
reaction of our being uPOl! it, or else a voluntary reliuqailltment of such reaction, whicb itself involves the feeliag of
freedom." For example, uven the distant landscape may be
modified by our changing our positi· 9 ~w feet, and if we fto
main quite passive before it we aru nevertllel~ conscioaa dIM
we could exercise this activity upon it. "Therefore, st;Dcdy
speaking, this feeling cannot exist at any particuilor lDOIDeIl&,
considered as a moment, becau8e the content 0 :
moment is always determined by that which~,
~. __
without, and upon which we are conscious lh. ___.,. ..... ,;.. l·t
free activity. And still, just because at every· momelli we
are, though free, yet dependent, and so ReVer rise iIIto •
feeling of absolute freedom, we are conscious that we are,
on the whole, dependent, that is dependent ab.olflleiy. Oar
whole activity is what it is because of the operation of .....;.
thing not ourselves upon us, and as truly so 88 that in respect to which we could have a feeling of absolute freedom,
would be of necessity entirely determined by us. We are,
therefore, absolutely dependent, and yet without the feelia«
of freedom to some extent this were not possible."
The object of the religious consciousness is made evideat to
us at this point. It is that which so encompasses us thal we
cannot escape from it, but are determined by it at every
point,-it is the univerle. But what is this feeling of . . It£te dependence which at anyone moment cannot be gi'feD •
by that moment alone? It will have to do with the UBiverse as a whole, and since it is an immediate conscio08Delll,
as stated by Schleiermacher in his first proposition, it DIUII&
be, according to his definitions 81 already explained, such •
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contemplation of Dature _ • wt.oJe that in it I am eompletely
108t in nature, and thas am ClOO8Cioaa of her in her alkmbracing working upon me. and become one widl her.
To recur again to the interesting pusage above cited tR.
§ 22), this COO8cioaRoeIa is pua1lel, and in some features
identical, with that which occors iu the prooess whereby we
beeome conscious of any object. There i8 the moment of
complete surrender to the objec& (as the sleeping child), of
vivid consciousness of the image excluding consciousness of
self, and then that of preponderant cousciousness of self in
the thoughts which the object excites. Herein" the subjoot
becomes consciously !C!JIIiIIe, and the object consciously an
object, and now this efIIance ) and intimate unification I
of se~ and objeet before &hey separate, and tlJe objoot
distinguished from sense becomes an object of consciOU8
vision, _8,~d the Bubject distinguished from tlJe object becomeb .; ;.;.:sly pouessed of feeling, ..••. that is the
mOJT'e.. _ " .. ~tl we lie immediately on the bosom of the infinite universe, when we are its soul, for all its forces and its
infinite life are felt to be our own, and it is our body, for we
pervade its muscles and its members 88 our own." At 8uoh
a moment we are absolutely dependent for we are wholly determined by the universe. We have an immediate consoiousDe88 of the universe, and if, now, tlJis feeling of absolute
dependence can J:>e carried over into our active life, accompanying the concrete acta of our days, a8 the feeling of joy
at some past event may pervade a long period of time, it
constitutes piety.
The thought here eXPreBBed by Schleiermacher i8 80
evanescent, obscure, and remote from American modes of
thinking, that it seem" necessary to let fall upon it what
light is contained in other forms employed by him to expres8 it. The Reden are, in fact, largely but one series of
different expreBsions for thi8 idea, which Schleiermaoher
found it difficult to make intelligible to bis. own generation.
Be says (§ 19), "Reflection is e&Bential to religion •••••
I
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but the reflection of the pious man is only the immediate
consciousness of the general being of all finite in the infinite
and through the infinite, of all temporal in the eternal ad
thraugh the eternal. . To seek and find this in el'"erything th&
lives and moves, in all development and change, in all doing
and suffering, and to have and know in immediate oonsci~
ness life itself only as this being-that is religion." ~oain.
(§ 20), "True religion is sense and taste for the infinite,"
We read, (§ 26)," The universe is in an uninterrupted
activity, and reveals itself to us at every moment, El"CI1
form which it produees. eW'ry being to which it git"eS'
special existence in the fulnes8 of . life. every event ...hiclt
it casts out of its ever fruitfulla!-" 18 an 0l·t'm~il'" ,.,f it upon
us; and in these operations, and wllll.t result~ f'o'l! 11:. IL ;.
us, to take up into our life every individual thin;:. !.,.: for
itself, but as a portion of the whole; cn~ry' lin'··. 1 tIt:,.·
not in its opposition to another thing, but lill an ex ... · <tion of the infinite-that is religion." And to quote but 0..(.
more passage, (§ 29), "The entire religious life consists
of two elements: that a man surrender himself to the universe, and let himself be moved upon by that side of 1he
same which it turns- toward him at any moment: and then
that he transfer this contact- which as such, and in its definite
form, is a single feeling - to the centre of his soul, and take it
up into the inn(lr unity of his life and being; and the religious life is nothing more than the constant renewal of this
act."
It may serve to bring Schleiermacher's thought out into
sharp relief to place it against the background of the ordinary
argument for the existence of God drawn from our feeling
of dependence. Every thoughtful man feels, as he feels his
own existence, his absolute dependence upon some higher
heing for all he is and has. He is in the world, but he did
not put himself there. He thinks, but his course of thougllt
is not caused by oimself, and cannot be arrested by himPelf.
His heart beats, but his vital force is not caused nOT comprehended by him. He endeavors to comprehend the univene,
I

I
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but there are limits to his soaring thoughts beyond which
he can indeed see dim forms of troths, but which he cannot
overstep. Moral perfection ever seems to rise above and
recede from bim I1S he attempts to attain. it. Vague presentiments of a future fill his soul. Who or what is he?
Whence came he ? Whither goes he ?
Now all this is nothing more or less primarily than the
perception by us in ourselves of marks of causation. Here
are phenomena; existence, thought, action. They demand
an explanation, that is, to be referred to their cause. I am
not that cause, but as experiencing these phenomena am
dependent on their cause. This cause is God. Such is the
argument derived in accordance with the law- of causality
from the phenomena perceived. Even the perception of a limit
of my knowledge is nothing but the same thing. I perceive
dimly troth I cannut fully know, because I am not ,the adequate
cause ()f my own thought. Were I, then all my thought would
be perfectly in my own power, could therefore be perfected
by me, and would contain no unperfectable elements. Such
elements are given. By whom? By an adequate cause:
by God. Thus this sort of a feeling of dependence is simply
a perception of imperfection, and an argument in accordance
with the principle of the cosmological argument to a cause;
and when there is proper feeling in it, this is nothing but the
strength of my conviction of this cause, and the accompanying feelings naturally excited by the thought of him.
How different this from Schleiermacher! Schleiermacher's
feeling is consciousness, this feeling is emotion. The former
immediately possesses God; the latter follows mediately
upon an argument about God. The former is a consciousness of God; the latter takes its rise in a consciousness of
ourselves. The former is consciousness of God as now
determining me; the latter reflects on my origin and my
destiny. The former is unique, mysterious, lying on the
border-land between consciousness and absorption into the
Divine Being; the latter common -and parallel with many
other applications of the law of cause and effect, rational
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and dry in its processes, only kindling into fer~~r in ill
consummation, but neither mysterious nor JDystic.
Having defined the religious consciousness as a fcel'ahsolute dependence, Schleiermacher has furtl)..... .
this in the extract quoted above from § 4 .Ii NlatiooMip
with God. All our previous study has 01111 brought oot the
rt>lation of the soul in this feeling with the "fliverse, hot DOt
with God. Schleiermacher must proceed, 88 he does (Glaub.
§ 4,4), to show how the two ideas are the same. He says:
" When absolute dependence and relation with God are made
equivalent, in our proposition, the meaning is, that the IJOIlI'te
of our receptive and active eXiste:t' which is posited with
this consciousness, is to be designa d by the expression God,
and that this is the truly original m
ing of the same."
,
THIS FEELING AS THE FoUNDATION OF Doo)uTI<&

God and the universe are therefore to Schleier~r ill
some respect the same. What the more precise statement
of this general thought will be we most see later; OOt 00",
having defined the nature of religion, we will pause to define
its sphere. For here we are to find the precise form of that
great thought which was to receive its first full statement (rom
Schleiermacher, that religion has a sphere of its own. That
sphere he defines to be the feeling, and thus a88erts that it is
distinct from all knowledge, and from all the sciences, 1Fhicb
are forms of knowledge. Philosophy, historical cliticism.even when it pertains to the contents of the Bible itself.science, and morals, are all branches having to do with the
intellect or the practical activity of man. They have their
respective realms and are to be studied and comprehended
within those realms. 80 religion has its realm, as indepe1l'
dent 8S they, and may claim to be judged from within ud
for itself. The feeling of absolute dependence is thus made
the fountain-head of all Ohristian doctrine. ChristiaD
doctrine treats of piety. Piety is the feeling of dependence.
Systematic theology has, therefore, only to unfold what it
involved in pious feeling.
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rg into ~ will be worth while to linger over some of the passages
)f mYSti: which Schleiermacher develops this idea.
§ 19 of the
~ 61.•den is one of these. He says, substantially: "The aim of
IS hi~jence of every kind is to understand, or know nature or
C I , ,hought, in its peculiar essence.
This may lead science up
1 Governor, in
dea of a highe
nature consis
gh whom ruon
hended, and i
at it cannot c
without God.
is not religio
to do with i
ure of knowl
the measure of piety, and even the knowledge of God which
the pious man has, is, as such, different from that which the
man of science has. Contemplation is as necessary to him
as to the other, but the contemplation of the scientific man
rests upon the nature of one finite thing in its connections
d opposition
things, and i
upon the esse
ghcst cause, a
all causes and
the pious man
nscious of the
of all finite in
o a emporal in tee rna. So in morais, t e moral
philosopher endeavors to conceive of each human act in its
indil'iduality, and in its relation to other acts, which altogether form a system of conduct. The pious man seeks for
and traces out in all this, action proceeding forth from GOO,. the activity' 0
•
n. The two
their results,
the suhject W1
but the build
oral system is
s man as suc
accordingly m
r territory and
separating hers
from all such science and morals, even when theIr obJects
coincide in a certain sense with her own. And yet, neither
of these separated domains fills all space, and human nature
is not perfected, and the common field not filled out till
religion is set side by side with science and morals. She is
cessary and u
both the othe
in dignity an
er of them."
same views a
re definitely
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macher in respect to dogmatics, as follows (Reden, §§26, 2i):
We may take ourselves, he says, 80 far 8S possessing the
religious feeling, as the object of our consideration, and tho.
study this feeling itself. The result of this COflsiderati..
may be called~ when reduced to scientific form, a principle
or con6ept, and even a religious principle or concept. A.nd
such principles and ooncepts may be arranged in 8 system.
Thus the system of dogmatics may be formed, and tb&
process is a legitimate aud useful one. But when all this is
complete, let it ever be understood that it is only knowledgoe
about religion which is thus gained, and not religion itt!elf,
which consists in the feeling. Religion may exist in thoi!e
who know nothing ahout it formally; and, on the other
hand, it can never be produced in one who possesses it not
by putting it together out of its elements, or imparting a
knowledge of it, 8S a science may be taught. Religion is
therefore a. system, in the sense that it has a necessary
coherence, so that the way in which one person is affected
in a religious sense by a given subjeot is analogous to the
affection of every other person in similar cireumstanees.
Mere chance does not control in this realm. The different
great religions, Judaism, Mohammedanism, ete.,-and withia
Christianity Catholicism and Protestantism,-give examples
of the systematic coherence of the different modifiC!ltions of
the religious feeling. Just so there is a system of mosic,
which we call harmony. There are different styles of music
in different nations; but harmony is everywhere the same. ud
has its own internal laws. But, on the other hand, just as the
lDere knowledge of the laws of harmony does not constitute
harmony, which is rather the concord of sweet sounds;
80 it is not religion, or any necessary part of religion, to be
conscious of this inner coherence. How sad were the cue
of man if systematic knowledge were necessary to religion!
For many of the systems are exceedingly bad~ theologius
having neglected, more than any other class of men, to listen
attentively and devoutly to the utterances of that which they
have attempted to describe. And in one further respeet it
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the fundamental difference of religion from these systems of
dogmatics evident, in that the latter attempt' to develop one
truth from another, while in religion all truth is immediately
known.
These ideas in respect to dogmatics reappear in the
Glaubenslehre, or System of Doctrine. The problem to be
solved here, says Schleiermacher (§ 2, 1), is not to set up a
system of doctrine of which use ought to be made in the
Christian church, or in which the doctrines of the Christian
religion are proved according to the principles of reason;
but to set forth systematically that doctrine which has really
arisen within the church itself. lu conformity with this
conception Schleiermacher has attempted ill his whole system
nothing more than the systematic development of the fundamental principle as above announced. In every doctrine be
gives that form which naturally flows out of his "feeling
of dependence," without proof or further discussion, except
80 far as necessary to the proper unfolding of his ideas.
Texts of Scripture are sometimes referred to, but never
properly quoted; and of exegetical argumentation there is
not a trace. The idea of his work is most emphatically that
bis views shall shine by their own light.
We have now clearly before us Schleiermacher's views as
to the sphere of religion. Religion is founded in feeling,
may be described by aid of the intellect, but ever moves in
the sphere where it originates, and can neither be derived
from or proved by that intellect, or confounded with the
operations of the will.
There would be one apparent advantage gained for dogmatics were this position sound and tenable. Schleiermacher
would gain his object, and the "eternal peace" between
religion and science would be forever made possible, if not
secured. There are many points with which apologetics has
now to busy itself which might then be neglected. If religion is concerned only with the feeling, what do I care
about the metaphysical possibility of miracles or their historical reality, sinee these are matters of the intellect? Did
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Christ really rise from the dead? It is of no coneeqllellOl,
if Schleiermacher be right; for eternal and Christian t.I'16
is independent of historical facts. And there is force
in the idea that no religion depending upon a historiell
basis can become or be the absolute religion. It must DCJt
be liable to be shaken by every assault upon those historical
facts, because, while connected with them, it is at the 811M
time superior to them. Christianity can only be the . lute religion because it is at the same time the fItIlIINl
religion found in all human consciences, and the perfectAld
and divine form of such natural religion. Christian do!matics must therefore - and this is the true element fl
Schleiermacher's thought- be in a certain 8eD8e independeat
of extra-dogmatic science, and yet - here we contradict
Schleiermacher - must embrace that science 80 far as to
harmonize with it. In the old fable of the water and fire
with which hell was to be put out and heaven bumed ap,
that men might serve God neither from desire of reward nor
fear of punishment, but from love, there 'is this troth, - tbI&
no service of God is true service till it proceeds from a 10ft
untainted by selfishness. Yet nevertheless hell and lieaTeD
exist, and mllst be taken into account and made proper_
of. So dogmatics must be independent of, and yet con~
with, science. The Christian needs no help from the argament from design to prove to him the existence of God; be
knows it from his own spiritual experience. But if nature
does not also testify in her linked system of design8 to •
Designer, then she is not in harmony with the testimony of
the soul, and thus discord is introduced into the universe.
Schleiermacher's view of religion is too restric~ and the
foundation too narrow upon which he attempts to rear the
structure of dogmatics. Philosophy and Christian theology
alike demand that thought shall never cease to work upon
these themes, or be content until religious and scientific
thought of every kind unite in one harmonious system. The
postulate of speculation in this department is: The onfverBe
is one. There is proof enougb for theism in the Ohriatiaa
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heart and experience; but the fullest view of it is not gained
till the attributes of Deity are developed largely under the
teaching of nature. Thus Schleiermacher's view of the
sphere of religion is both right add suggestive, and wr.ong
and misleading. It does not furnish a good starting-point
for a wise development of theological science or wise apol«r
getics to-day. It is too narrow; but we fear that it may be
Dlore - til at it may be so incorrect as to fail to yield all the
facts of Christian consciollsness, or even to contradict some
of them. We fear that it may be found not even ,to afford a
basis for a collsistent Christian theism, much less a Christian
theology. We must therefore pursue our examination fur the!',
and pass to one of the results of Schleiermacher's fundamental principle, and cOllijider
THE DOCTRINE OF GOD.

We have already remarked that to Schleiermacher God
and the universe are in some sense the same. The most
natural way of identifying them is by pantheism; and he
has often been accused of pantheism - an accusation to
which much force haR been lent by the well-known passage
ill which he would offer a lo~k to the manes of the sainted
Spinoza (Reden, § 20). This point will then principally claim
our attention: Was Schleiermacher a pantheist?
Schleiermacher's proof of the existence of God is our
immediate cons:}iousness of it in the feeling of absolute
dependence. He even applies the word Guttesbewusstsein,
I consciousness of God, to this feeling.!
If we have an immeI

Bretschneider

BI

trauslaUld I~ the Bib. Sae., Vol. x. p. 614 (the original il

DOt before me) says: .. The author [Schleiermacbet-] understands by the divine

consciousness [GotteBbewnl8t1ein] not the consciousness of God, that is, the
knowledge or him, but' the being of God in man in the form of consciousnesl
and conscious aetivity.''' We are not sure tllat we understand this. But lest
it should be held to invalidate the above statement of the meaniftg of the word
Gotteabewtll8taein, we repeat that thie meanl grammatically and according to
8chleiermacher's usage, the immediate conSCiOU8De88 of &>d, and add the following references: G. I. ~ 32, .. The finding of one's self absolutely dependent iD
~ ooucioN_, i. the only way in which in general one's own being, aud
the ln4Dite beiag of God can be _ ia ~." How thia CAD be, ia u-
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diate consciousness of God, this is of course superior to aar
mediate proof of his existence, and 80 Scbleiermacher . ,
(Glaub. I. § 88): "The recognition that tbis feeling of abs0lute dependence, since our consciousness represents thereia
the finiteness of being in general, is not something accideatal,
nor different in different persons, but a universal element of
human life, completely supplies the place for Christian ~
matics of all the so-called proofs of the existence of God."
By immediate consciousness, then, we know GOO.. Be
what kind of a God is this which we thus knoW'? Is it I
pantheistic God, as is often declared?
Schlei~rmacher always disclaimed the name of pautbeist.
and that with much earnestness and warmth.J When 111
one of the passages of the Reden (§ 20) - " 80 far 88 the
generall>eing of all finite in the infinite lives immediately ia
you" - the objection had been made that he did not speak
of the highest being as of the cause of the world, but as Ii
the world itself, he replies, in his note, that it is impoMibie
to think of the world as a true whole, without thinking of
God at the same time. In a similar vein, he writes (Redea.
§ 43), "How could anyone say I have sketched a religiol
without God, when I have certainly set forth nothing.
than precisely the immediate and original being of God in as
through the feeling? Or, is not God the only and higbelt
unity? Is it not God alone before whom and in whom
everything individual disappears? And if you behold the
world as a whole and a totality, can you do this otbenrist
than in God?"
plained in Reden, ~ 22, 88 above cited. Gottesbewusstsein is ideutiled _
8elbstbewusstaein, when in G. L ~ 32, I, we read of" the ClODlICi01mlellS 01 G.l
etmtained in (cnthalten) consciousness." So again, ~ 33, II the feeling 01 U.
lute dependence, and the coDsciousness of God given in and aloag wicla iI"
(darin mitgegeben). Similar phrases occur, G. n. 494,2. n-e expl"dllioBl.
80 consistent with the whole !ioctrine of Schleiermacber &8 presented above, ..
to interpret such further expl'6lllli0D8 88 aecond Rede, DOte ]8: .. all pioat _
tions set fonb the immediate being of God in us through dte feeIiJIg." ud 110&

vice VIlNO.

1 Cenainly the word I I W eltgei8t, n R. +lSi, cannot be propedy 1UIed . . . .
him, as he fully shows in his Dote on the word.
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Certainly so much as this must be admitted, that Schleiel'Ulacher might justly refuse to be classed with Spinoza or
accused of a hasty materialistic pantheism. Not that Spinoza
deserves such a characterization as the la3t phrase might seem
"to imply. His pantheism begins in the identification of all
things as modes of the one substance - God; but it should
never be forgotten that he ended with the" intellectual love
to God" as the highest virtue of man. Still, his system is
that of a hard and mathematical necessity. There is life in
his world, but this is only one of those elements from experience which he has, in spite of himself, illogically introduced
into a system which to be self-consistent must be purely
rational. The properties of the one substance - God, are contained in it as the properties of a sphere are in it. There
may be a process in our kllowledge of those properties, but
they are in themselves co-existent, of necessity, from the first.
In God there can properly be no change, no true life, 110 real
causation, no freedom, no God,-as alone the world call
worship a God. This is not the doctrine of Schleiermacher,
8S we shall see. And as for a pantheism which says the
material world is all, denies spirit, teach~s a blind force working in nature, and reduces us to the" philosophy of dirt," there is none of this in Schleiermacher, and could be none
in a man who, whatever his defects, stood at the beginning,
and was the fountain-head of modern religious thought in
Germany.
How remote Schleiermacher is from being a disciple of
Spinoza may he seen not only from single expressions, but
from the whole foundation and development of his theology.
He defines the nature of God (Glaub. I. § 55) as" absolute
spirituality," and explains this as meaning that the divine
causality is to be conceived as" absolutely living," and
remarks that this is an essential attribute of God if the
absolute feeling of dependence or piety is to be true and real,
.for 8 blind and dead necessity would not be anything with
which we could stand in relation. Again he says, God is
not to be identified with the world. "There is a profane
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explanation of the absolute dependence, viz. as if it expret1llfJd
only the dependence of the finite individual upon the totality
and sum of all finiteness, and as if that which is posited ia
it were not God but the world. But we cannot view thil
explanation otherwise than as a misunderstanding. We bow
also what it is to have the world posited in our consciOUSDe!l,
but this is different from the positing of God in the same.
For the world, if one posits it as unity, is nevertheleu a
divided unity, which is at the same time the totality of an
antitheses and differences, and of all the manifold whieb is
determined by these, of which every man is a part, and of all
whose antithese~ he partakes. Being one with the world in
consciousness is, therefore, nothing else than being consc_
of ourselves as a part sharing in the life of this whole; od
this cannot possibly be a consciousness of absolute dependence. Rather, since all co~xisting parts stand in reciprocity
with one another, this 'being one with the whole' bas in
the case of every such part a twofold character, - a feeling
of dependence, it is true, so far as the other parts spontaneously operate upon it, but also, as well, a feeling of freedom, so far as it is also itself spontaneously operative opoa
the other parts,- and the one cannot be separate from the
other. The absolute feeling of dependence is therefore not
to be explained as a positing of the world, but of God, as the
absolute undivided unity. For neither can there be a feeling of freedom in immediate reference to God, nor can the
feeling of dependence in reference to him be of such a kind
that a feeling of freedom can be added to it, as an antithesis;
but on the highest plane of Christian piety, and in tbe cleared
consciousness of the most unlimited spontaneity, the absoluteness of the feeling of dependence in reference to him r&mains undiminished" (Glaub. 1. § 32, 2).
But the question remains still unanswered, and we bue
not yet met with any decisive rebuttal of the charge of
pantheism. The essence of pantheistic systems is, that they
deny, or avoid, or fail to affirm tbe personality of God, by
which we mean his intelligent and free activity. Our quea-
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tion with reference to Schleiermachcr may be accordill$ly
more sharply defined as this: Does he view God as personal ?
In one remarkable passage he denies the personality of God,
or at least will not affirm it. This is Reden § 43. After
having spoken of the concept of God, which when rightly
formed is only" the apprehension and analysis of the different ways in which the unity of the single and the whole expresses itself in the feeling," he goes on to say: "Only that
the case is not the same with this idea of God as it is
commonly conceived, as with other ideas, because this claims
to be the highest, and to stand above all others, and yet is
itself, became God is conceivtd too nluc/, like us, and as a
being personally thinking and willing, brought down into
the region of antitheses. Wherefore it seems natural, that
the more anthropomorphically God is conceived, the "easier
another form of conception arises over against the first, a
concept of the highest being not as personally tllinking and
tlJilling, but as the general Necessity, exalted above all
personality, producing and combining all tllinking and being.
And nothing seems less pt'opel" than when the adherents of
the oue view accuse those who, repelled by its anthropomorphism, have taken refuge in the other of being atheistic, or, on
the other hand, when the latter accuse the former, on account of their anthropomorphism, of idolatry, and declare
their piety to be of no value. But any one car, be pious
whether he /told to the 'one view or the other; yet his piety,
the divine in his feeling, must be better than his concept,
and the more he seeks to find in the concept, and the more
he looks upon this as the essence of piety, the less he understands himself!'
There is in this passage, as it seems to us, a grave misconception of the demands of true piety. Piety is, in plain
language, essentially a choice of the will of God as our law
of life, a Sich-hingeben, as Schleiermacher has it, and is ever
accompanied by the desire to please him. But both of these
elements demand a personal God. The Christian's experiences - his feelings, not in the Schleiermacherian sense, but the
VOL,
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ordinary ooc,- demaod such an idea of God 88 aha1l !DUe
personal pleasure on God's part in the obedience of at
Christian, personal answers to his prayers, personal help in
his struggle with temptation, possibilities, for such are tile
actualities of experience. True piety cannot consist thea.
in our view, with a pantheistic conception of God, except 80
far as we must recognize the possibility of self-contndietioD
in man, whose heart, like Jacol"i's, is often Chriatian wbi1e
his head is heathen. Yet Schleiermacher is not iDeonIDtent with himself at this point, and if piety is consciowmeea <i
absolute dependence on the infinite and free self-surreoder
to this, not by way of active service, as we define piety, bat
by passive commission of one's being, it is of no conaequeDCI
what sort of a force that may be to which we give ooraelYeL
Hence, we are led now to suspect, what I think we shall _
sequently find established, that Schleiermarcher's system,
whether actually pautheistic or not, does not logically &
mand a conception of God more elevated than the pantbei&tie.
It is true that some of Schleiermarcher's expreaiou
seem to raise a doubt whether he means hy" penonal"
precisely what we mean by it, viz., possessed of intellect,
free-will, and conscience. Sometimes it seems to be nothing
more than individuality, as a stone has individual exiateaee
apart from other stones, e.g. in several such passages IS
Reden § 3,- sick aU ein besonderes "i".telle1l. Bot ou
passage makes this plainer where" personally thinking ucl
willing" brings out clearly the first two elements of peJ"8000
ality as we define it, and where these are explained as beiag
" like us." Another passage in which he defiues the COBoeption against which he is contending shows that he did not labor
onder any indefiniteness of idea. for he speaks (Beden § .u)
with disapproval of the idea that the highest Being peraooally
thinks aud wills, as existing external to the world.
This point being settled, the expressions of Schleiermacher in which he sets a low value upon personality 88sume more significance and importance. The whole of § 44
of the Reden, did our space pormit U8 to traDifer it entire to
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these pages, would throw great light upon the mattel'. We
content ourselves with the following extracts from it. "The
way in which the Deity is present to a man in the feeling,
decides upon the worth of his religion, not the way in which
he, ever inadequately, pictures this in the concept [of God]
of which we are now treating. When, therefore, as it commonly happens, with how much right I will not here decide,
he who stands upon this level, but spurns (versc/tmtllten) the
concept of a personal God, is either in general called a
pantheist, or more particularly is named after Spinoza, I
will only remark that this disdain of thinking the Deity
personal, does not decide against the presence of the Deity
in the feeling, but that the reasQn of it may be humble conBCiou8'nesS oj the limitation oj perso-nal existence in general,
and particularly also of tlte co-nsciousness w/tich is co-nnected
UJith persunality . ...• The inclination to this concept of a personal God, or the rejection of the same, and the inclination to
that of an impersonal omniscience, depends upon the course of
the fancy; fancy being understood, not as something subordiDate and confused, but as the higbest and most independent
in man .. ·... Among truly religious men there have never
been zealots, enthusiasts, or fanatics for this concept [of a
personal God]; and so far as one understands by atheism,
as is often the case, nothing but delicacy and reluctance in
reference to this concept, the truly pious would contemplate
it with great composure ..... Whoever insists that the essence
of piety consists in confession that the highest Being is
personal, though he must thereby shut many excellent men
out from religion, cannot have had much acquaintance with
piety, or have understood the deepest words of the most
zealous defenders of his own faith."
Landerer (ibid. p. 883) quotes from a letter of Schleiermacher's to Jacobi the following sentences: "You (viz.
Jacobi) deify consciousness because you do not wish to
deify nature, but the one is as much an idol-making deification ill my eyes as the other..... Oan you better envisage
God as personal, than you can envisage him 88 natura
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raaturans ?

Must not a person necessarily become a finite
thing to you if you will give it life? Are an infinite understanding and will anything else than empty words, siDCe
understauding and will, in that they are distinguished from
one another, also necessarily limit each other? "
In the sixth note on the second Rede Schleiermacher
says: "Under mythology I understand in general the presentation of a purely ideal object in historical form .••.. wbea
anything is set forth as happening in the Divine Being, e.g.
divine decrees which are formed in reference to somethiog
which has already occurred in the world, or also to modify
other divine decrees, which are therefore prior, to sag !IOtAing of the individual divine decrees which give to the idea oj
the hearing of prayer its reality." This" mytbology," of
course, he uttel'ly rejects.
Before leaving the Reden, as we are about to do, to retunl
to the Glaubenslehre, let us notice one remark of Landerer's
in the work quoted above (p. 388). " Schleiermaeher does
not content himself, when considering piety, so far as it is
connected with the belief in a personal God and a pel'8ODal
immortality, with viewing these religious ideas only u. distinction from the subjective disposition and experience, aod
removing the relative and pictorial element in them, but he
makes point agaiust these ideas from the pantheistic point
of view, as if they had originated only in a false introduction
of the interest of knowledge; yes, even as if they would be
found to rest upon defective piety." These remarks are, we
tIlink, fully justified in the above quotations.
We turn first to Schleiermacher's treatment of the attributes of God. He begins his presentation by saying (Glaub. I.
§ 50): "All attributes which we ascribe to God, are intended
to designate not something special in God, but only something special in the manner of referring the absolute feeling
of dependence to him." This is in entire consistency with
the fundamental idea of Schleiermacher in reference to the
function of dogmatics, an ontological knowledge of God being
no object of dogmatic research. In his remarks upon thia
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section, he says" that the speculative cont~nt of all affirmations in respect to the divine attributes is denied out of the
simple consideratioll that there are several such attributes.
If they are to be regarded as expressing something in the
nature of God, he is thereby drawn down into the region of
antitheses, and thus his unity destroyed. The latter is the
indispensable prerequisite to all piety, for in the feeling of
dependence we have given to us and must ever have, only
one simple being. Yet we may adopt any form of speculative
doctrine which leaves this necessary condition of all piety
unaffected."
The object of the theologian in setting forth divino attributes, in Schleiermacher's view, is only to explain the absolute feeling of dependence. As this is a consciousness of the
operation of God, the divine attributes are mod.es of explanation of the Jivine causation, and are to be referred always to
this. His next proposition therefore is (§ 51); "The absolute causality to which the absolute feeling of dependence
points, can only be described thus: that it is on the one hand
distinguished from that causality contained within the system of nature, and consequently antithetic to it, but on the
other hand, in its extent posited equal to it."
Beginnir}g the nearer definition of his them~, Schleier-macher says (§ 52): "By the eternity of God we understand
the absolutely timeless causality of God, which conditions
time itself, as well as everything temporal." § 53: "By the
omnipresence of God we understand the absolutely sp8celess
causality of God, which conditiolls space itself, as well as
everything in space."
More interesting for our present purpose is the definition
of omnipotence (§ 54). "In the concept of the divine omllipotence arc embraced (1) that the entire system of nature,
comprehending all spaces and times, is founded in the divine
causality, which, as eternal and omnipresent, is antithetic to
all finite causality; and (2) that the divine causality, as our
feeling of dependence expresses it, is perfectly displayed in
the totality of finite being, consequently also that every-
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thing really becom.es, and occurs, to which there is a ~
in God."
This seems to draw perilously near pentbeism. The
activity of God is not only made the cause of the force of
nature, but absolutely identified with it. Still it may be thB
God reigns over nature as personally superior to it! though
for reason identifying his activity with it. This" caoality
in God" may mean only a "positive volition of God," by
which the last sentence of the paragraph quoted becomes
only an expression of what all admit, - that when God win.
a thing it comes to pass. If the definition is thus to C8C&p8
pantheism, it must rescue the personality of God. The oeDtral point in the idea of personality is free-will, and this illvolves necessarily the choice of possible alternatives. God
must at least he able to do what he does not do. ~ow, we
shall see from the following extracts that this essential element of personality is denied, and that God thus becomel
identified with the universe, as an impersonal, necessary
force. Schleiermacher says (§ 54, 2): "We come to the
idea of the divine omnipotence only by interpreting the ....
lute feeling of deperidence, and consequently we are without
any point of departure for making claims to a knowledge of
the divine causality which shall go beyond tbe system of
nature which that feeling embraces." We translate here ..
literally as possible, even at a sacrifice of the Englisb, for the
sake of doing no injustice to our author.1 He proceeds: "ID
reply to this, it seems of course possible to say that wbat we
call the All, consists of the real and the possible; that 0mnipotence must therefore embrace these two; but that if it
displays itself completely and exhaustively in the totality of
finite being, it embraces only the real, and not the pcesible..
But how little the distinction between t.he poesible aDd ...
can be a distinction for God becomes clellr when we note iD
1 The German is: "Wir kommen zur Voratellung del' ptdicheu Au..ctIs
nur dureh die Auft'll8sung des schlechthinigen A bbii.ngigkeitagefiihls, aDd •
fehlt uns also an jcdem Ankniipfuugspunkt, um au die gOttliche UnichJicbbis
Ansprikhe zu machen, welche Ilber den Naturzusammeubaug, den ebeD . ; Geftihl umfuet, hinauegehen."
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what cases we ourselves chiefly apply it. We think, in the
first place, many a thing possible in an object in consequence
of the general concept of the genus to which it belongs, which
is not however real, because the special form of the existence
of the same excludes precisely this thing, while in case of
other individuals of the same genus, other forms which were
alRo possible under the generic concept are excluded for the
same reason. But here something appears possible to us
only because the determination of the particular form of the
individual presents a problem which we are never able
perfectly to solve. In refcrence to God such a distinction
between the general and the individual is non-existent; but ill
him the genus is originally the totality of all its· individual
existences, and these are, again, at the same time posited and
established with their place in the genus, so that what does
not hereby become real, is in reference to him also not
possible.
"So again, we say, there is many a thing possible in consequence of the nature of an object - its inner determinateness through the genus and as an individual being taken
together - which nevertheless does not become real in and
on the same, because it is prevented by the position of the
object in the sphere of general reciprocal causation. We
make this distinction with right, and ascribe to that which is
thus thought of as possible, as well as to the other, a truth,
because we are able only by means of this indirect process to
come out of the unfruitful sphere of abstraction, and form a
living conception of the fact that the development of the individual being depends on a variety of conditions. Could we,
however, get a general view for every point of the iufluence
of the entire system of recipl'ocal causation, we should say
at once, what has not become real was not possible within
the 8ys~m of llature. But in God the one is 110t separated
from the other,-that which exists for itself established in
one way, and the reciprocal causation established in another
Wlly,- hut hoth are established with and through one another,
I!O that in reference to him, only that is possible which is
founded as much in the one as in the other.
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".All cases of this distinction which have a troth for us,
may be referred to these two. For the idea of a possUde
beyond the totality of the real has no truth even for us, ~
cause not only does the pious consciousness not bring us to
this point, but more, however we may have arrived there in
any case, we are thereby compelled to assume a self-limit.
tion of the divine omnipotence which can never be given to
us, and for which no reason can be assigned, except 80 thd
what was conceived as possible should be compelled to come
into existence not as an increase, but in some way as a •
crease of the real, - whereby the whole presupposition is
destroyed."
The absolute irreconcilability of these passages with the
conception of n free will willllppear at once to every reader.
The point is, however, rendered clearer by the following ...
sage in the paragraph succeeding that above quoted. " A.
distillction between can and will exists as little in God as
that between real and possible. For whichever of the t1ro
may be greater than the other, the will or the call, there
always lies therein a limitation, which can only be remoTed
when we place the two equal in extent. But even the separation of the two, as if can were another condition from tUill, is
an imperfection~ For if I am to think of a call without a riJl.
such a will must proceed from an individual impulse, and
one therefore occasioned [in God by some other being] ; and
if I am to think of a will without a can, such a Call cannoCi
have its ground in the internal power [of God], bot mum be
one given from without. If, consequently, because there is
in God no willing from individual impulses, and no power increasing and decreasing under influences from without, we
cannot separate the two in thought in respect to God, therefore, because volition and power together necessarily c0nstitute activity, neither are volition and activity to be separated
from one another, nor power and activity, but the entire 0mnipotence is undividedly and undiminisbedly that which does
and works all."
This is positive pantheism, and it seems to us unneeessarily
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Schleiermacher in conformity to his fundamental principles might have said: We have in the absolute feeling of
dependence the immediate consciousness of God. We never
come ill contact with nature but so that this consciousness
may immediately arise within us. Our experience, and consequently this consciousness, stops with nature, and therefore
we have no occasion to inquire for a God beyond it, and all
such inquiry must end in idle speculation, unverifiable at the
bar of consciousness. God is living force; more, &8 to his
personality, etc., we do not, and cannot know. This would
have been a negative pantheism-a failure to rise into the clear
light of Christian theism. But here are positive statements
a8 to what the relation of genus and individual is, &8 to the
ontological meaning of the nature of an object, &8 to the
mode of the operation of the divine will, as to the origin under
certain circumstances of divine power, - all of them speculation, and as it seems to us peculi3rly doubtful speculation.
Schleiermacher thus oversteps the limits of his method &8
laid down by himself, and only succeeds in confounding himself with the opponents of Christianity. The foundation on
which he would build W&8 too narrow, and the structure he
could raise upon it too insignificant for either his soaring intellect or his Christian faith. He ought to have begun again
at the very beginning. Not doing so, he has fatally marred
bis work, but he has also shown us at the same time more
clearly the insufficiency of his first principles.
If further proof of the real scope of Schleiermacher's theology be needed, we may point to his utterances respecting the
Inc&mation. If our interpretatioll of him be correct, there can
be no true incarnation, and if not correct, still the relation of
God to the man Jesus will illustrate the mode under which
the divine nature is conceived. The presentation "of this subject begins at § 93. The historical reality of the appearance
of Jesus in the world is firmly maintained, and it is declared
that there must be in him a truly archetypal (urbildlich) element, which must appear in every historical element of his
person. In § 94 this archetypal element is more fully defined.

80.
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" The Bedeemer is h1re all men in eoneeq1le8C8 of the ideuriq
of human Ilsture, but distinguished from all through tile ccmstant power of his ~I of God, 1DAic.\ lUlU IIprtJf1e1
being of God in hi.." The natural interpretation of tIat
words, whereby all BUch assumption by Deity of fiesb ill JeAI
Christ 88 the church teaohes is forever denied, is the correcS
one. Many paeuges might be cited in proof of our stat.
ment, but one or two will suffice. In § 94, 2 we read : .. T.
ascribe to Christ an absolutely powerful COD8ci0USDe86 •
God, and to ascribe to him a being of God in him, is ODe . . .
the same thing." A.nd again: "80 far '88 we posit the ~
tlciousuess of God in his conscioUlme88 as steadily and ~~
clusively determining every moment, and eooaequently taw
perfect indwelling of tIce Itighelt Being aI iii ~adiM ~
and Ais imcennolt .elf." In § 95 be remarks: ~. The eh1U'da',
formulas of the person of Christ stand in need of an exleudN
critical treabnent."
But was Schleiermaeher after III truly a pantheist? Be
was 80 far as his treatment of Christianity is COD~ ia
his Dogmatics, but it may have been becatl8e he was eaup&,
entangled, in a falae method. W.. he really himself. ill hiI
speculations, when out in the free field of unrestrained th_
ing, a pantheist t This question cannot be avoided, and 1riI
press iteelf with power upon every one who has learned ..
love him in his personal character, or prize him 88 • helper
in the great religious reformation of Germauy in this ceul¥tJ.
In concluding this article we therefore adcl1'tl88 OI11'8elTei to
its answer, and turn to the DtaleIttW, SobleiermMher's poreIJ
philQ8()phical work.
The fundamental idea of 8chleiermacber's philosophy it
that knowledge and being correspond. He opposes Kant It
this point, who held that we nave aD experience and a kDowJ..
edge whiohnat only 1fI4g not, but 40 not, oorrespood &0
the reality of external things. Knowledge po8II811111!S to
Schleiermacher reality and meaaing only as it poeee86e8 a
real ooITe8pODdenoo to being poueuiog .actual, objec&ift aist.enoe. Thus there stand oyer apiut eaeh other theM two
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realms of ideas a.nd of things, and what is formally true of
the olle holds also of the other.
The intellectual world forms a system of concepts which
IDay be arranged, as is familiarly done in logic, under a
scheme of genera and species, terminating at the l~wer end
ill individual., and at the upper in the most comprehensive
concept which can be imagined. A fa.miliar example of such
a concept would be that of being, so long used in logic as
t.he ,ummum ge1&1U. Beyond this there will be found, if
thought proceeds in the same direction, a limit,1 as SchleierUl8cher call. it, which the editor of the Dialektik has well
defined 2 as follows: "SchleieJ"macher has designated by the
term' limit' nat simpl, that which as a concept is the highest
in tlle series, which comprises all other concepts under itself,
•• _ .. but also that unity which lies absolutely above the
concept, above even the highest concept, to which one draws
DO nearer however high he ascends in the series, and which
consequently is not identi~ with the totality of knowledge,
••••. hut is its absolute foundation." Within the sphere over
which this limit stands exalted eJlery concept sustains the
double relation of genus to all species below it, and species
to all genera above it.
Now, parallel to this intellectual world, and interpretable
by it, there is the world of being. This, too, has its scale of
superior and inferior members; only here the concept is
replaced by foroe, and genus and species become force and
phenomenon. Every phenomenon is a force to those members of the aeries below it, and every force a phenomenon to
those above it. The summit of the series would be that
force which, like the lunamum genus,. would be only force,
and never phenomenon - the force in all the lower members
of which they would be only manifestations. Such a force
would, however, be striotl1 a member of the series. Beyond
it, ('.onstituting no link in its ohain, but the presupposition
and foundation of the whole. there must be something corresponding to the limit in the intellectual "Norld, and this is
I ..

Greuze." -" die ollere GRlARll1!I Bepi&I," • Ula.

JI

Note to +183.
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the Deity. It is defined by Scbleiermacher's editor a" the
truly unconditioned, all-conditioning; while the bigbea
force [in the above-mentioned series] conditions other
things only in such a way that it is itself abo conditiooed
by them."
The absolute foundation of the world of being is 8OIDI!times represented by Schleiermacher as correspDJlllirtg to,
sometimes is identified with, the limit of the intelleetua1
world. It is the absolute unity, indivisible, containing withiJa
itself no antithesis, and standing in no antithetic relatioll
with being. The highest force, because it is higher thaa
some other force which stands in the relation of phenomenoa
to it, is a member of the antithetical series, and corresponds
consequently to the summum gentU, and for this reason it
cannot be the Deity (§ 183).
This, then, is Schleiermacher's conception of God, phi»
80phically derived: God is the absolute foundation of all
thought and being. Schleiermacher defines the differeooe
of his system from pantheism at this point, by saying that
" the latter makes the Deity identical with the higbest force,
that is, it is the all-embracing and one fo"¥, of which the
other forces and the being of the world are only the pa.
nomena." Spinoza's conception of God, he says, is a mere
abstract formula (§ 183). Later he says (onder § 186):
"The Deity of Spinoza is nothing bot the highest force of
which I have spoken." He mentions onder the same aectioa
the different ideas aboot God in relation to matter which baTe
been presented in opposition to that of Spinoza, and _,.
finally: "A third view stands, as most be confessed, higher,
viz. that God created the world out of nothing, in which it it
presupposed that the final step in the series was chaotic matter.
But if the Deity be so conceived, what is it? Nothing bot
the highest unity of force, set free from all limits, of whlda
the world is the total manifestation and the revelation; for
it is force which produces the phenomenon; and" the thinking
upon God would then be nothing else than what the physical
and ethical thinking also is - no transcendental thinking at
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all} The idea wbereby it has been proposed to confute
Spinoza is really the very idea of Spinoza himself."
Schleiermacher has thus apparently risen above pantheism;
bot he has finished bis discussion by rising to such a height
above the Christian doctrine also, that from his dizzy elevation
the latter seems the same as Spinoza's, just as objects upon
the earth are confused to the eye of the aeronaut. This
conception of God was obtained by au abstract and purely
intellectual process. God is thus in no proper sense of the
words given to us. We may know tlw.t he is by a necessary
implication of thought, but Mm we do not know, nor have
we formed any idea ",I,at he is. The conception of God
gained up to this point is therefore defective. Schleiermacher
seeks to remedy this defect ill the following manller; and
we beg leave, before passing over to this point, to call the
attention of our readers in advance to the dissimilarity of
process and similarity of result with those already seen in
the GlauUenslehre.
The distinction between intellection and volition enters
. Schleiermacher's system at an early point. The certainty
of the former is secured by its dependence upon the transcendental ground or limit of thought, that is, upon the Deity.
" Bllt," he says, H we need a transcendental ground for our
certainty in willing, as well as for that in knowing, and the
two must be the same" (§ 214). The somewhat obscure
phrase "certainty in willing" is explained in the words:
" The ground of the agreement of our volition with beingI that is to say, tllat our action really goes out of ourselves,
and that external being is accessible to the reason, and will
receive the ideal stamp of our will, lies •.... only in the
purely transcendental identity of the ideal and real" (ib.).
It means, then, the certainty that volition is no mere Iinhjective process, without m~ing or place in the system of nature.
This transcendental ground, common to both intellection aDd
1 The PBMage (nnder i 186, P. 119) ia amblguoua, bot I think the Benlll
demands the above translation: .. Du Denken Gottea wire dann nichta anderea,
ala au phy.iache nnd ethiache Dealten ucla iat, darclaaua Itein tranJcendentel."
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volition, must be given in both, if given at all, and if gna
in both, then in " the relative identity ft of both; i.e. in tJ.t
in which the two come to an identity, viz. in the feelitlg, ~
68 the end of thought and' the beginning of volition, is file
identity of both, but only 8. 'f'elatifJe identity, since one or the
other of the two always preponderates. "With our CJOIIseiousness there is also given to us the conseioumess of God
as a component part of our self-con8cloosness 88 weD u (j
our external consciousness» (§ 215).
Precisely what this feeling is remains somewhat indistiDet
Certainly it is not exactly the religious feeling of depeaclcnce, although allied to it. Schleiermaeher says = "'I\e
intuition uf God is never really attained, but remains ooly
indirect schematism." Here he refers to an intuition giTel
in the feeling. He eontinues: "However, it is under this
form entirely pure of everything foreign. The religioru feeling is, to be sure, one really attained, but it is never pure,
for the consciousne88 of God in it is ever through somethiq
elee" (§ 215).
But, however this feeling and the religious feeling mty
differ, they agree remarkably in the kind and degree rl
knowledge of God which they produce. Sehleiermaeber
says, almost in the words of the Glanbenslehre: "We haTe
knowledge only of the being of God in us, and in things, Id
110t at all of a being of God external to the world, or iA
itself" (§ 216). Further:" There is no antitlte8is of ~
capt and object,l and of tlJiU and can or owgkt posited in
him." "The being of God in itself cannot be given to 118;
for there is in him no concept, except in the identity with
the object. We have, therefore, a concept of him ortl!lSO f.
as we are God, i.e. hal'e Mm in us," - a marvellously iDOIr"
lcal conclusion, and yet Schleietmacherts• Again:" H •
being of God external to the world were given us, God and
the world would be in this way separated, and by this meaDI
the idea of God or the idea of the world is in any ease
lOr, "except it is identical." - Germ. "Denn ell gieb& in ibm biDe Becrtf
ala In dar ldantitlc mit dem Gegenetande.·..
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destroyed. For (a) if both, without reference to the separation,. are yet to coincide at all points, the world, which is
posited wider the forms of time and sp6oo, must be posited
a8 an infinite one, in which infinity it cannot be conceived of
as dependent, and 80 does not appear to require a transcendent ground. Or (b) if, to save the dependence, the -two do
-not coincide at all points, but the being of God extends beyond
the being of the world, the qnestion rises, whether the entire
being of God which extends beyond the world, differs from
that [part) which is re6ected in it. In the affirmative case,
there is posited a difference in God, and he is not the absolute unity. In the negative, the being of the world could not
be founded in him, because otherwise the part of him extending beyond t.be being of the world must also found a world,
and consequently the world must be equivalent to his entire
activity, - whereby we are brought back to the former su~
position."
So much for negative results. Of positive definitions as
to our knowledge of God, Schleier,macher gives U8 few. He
says: "The two ideas, the world and God, are correlates.
They are not identical, but one is not to be thought without
the other,-the world not without God; God also not without
the world" (§ 219). "We have 110 right to establish any
other relation between them than that of their co-existenoo " 1
(§ 224). Any other expression than this is useless, for it
will either destroy the idea of the world or of God, or will
amount to the same thing with it. Yet the ideas are not the
same.
In pausing at this point, as the final result of 8chleierDllcher's philosophical consideration of this subject, we must
beware of thinking that he means thereby to leave the question of the personality of God, as commonly understood,
untouched, and simply to avoid discussing it. This is no
Blore the purpose of the Dialektik than of the Glaubenslehre.
It is definitely intended to exclude the idea of personality, on
the supposition that to admit its possibility, - I had almoet
1" ala

du d. Zuaammlnsell1l be1der."
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said to leave its po88ibility unrefuted, - were that"_yiDs
something more" so rigorously opposed. Personality is, aDd
must be, positively denied. Free activity on God's part, IS
for example, in the creation of the world, is a deaceodiDg
into the antithes~ of the necessary and the free, aDd is
accordingly unthinkable (§ 225, note; compare passages
above quoted from § 186).
The sum of the whole matter from the stand-point of ...
losophy is, then, this: (a) Schleiermacher's conception oi.
God is to him absolutely undefinable in a positive way,8Dd
negatively defined is lacking in all the elements which the
mind of man demands to constitute the idea of personality.
It consequently amounts to nothing. If the formula of
Spinoza is abstract, as Schleiermacher says, his own is empty.
(b) His practical God is simply the force of the world ~
sidered as independent of its phenomenal appearance; that it.,
it is the world itself, for while IogicaU.y, it is fIOt really, different from the latter. This is, according to our conceptiora,
pantheism.
If we now cast a glance back over our whole study we find
certain suggestions as to the permanent value of Sehleiermacher's work. We refer here, not to the many incidental
services which he rendered, and which the church has eft!'
affectionately to cherish, like his vindication of the historieal
reality of the Redeemer's life; but to the main trend of his
system, - to his services to dogmatic thought. His aim 1rU
to establish an eternal peace between science and religion by
vindicating for religion an exclusive sphere of its own. The
idea was grand. He founded religion, therefore, upon Christian experience, a foundation broad enough, and one on which
dogmatics builds to-day more than ever before, and in which
she has what Schleiermacher sought, an independent sphere.
This service is permanent and incalculably great. But be
defined experience as a determination of the feeling, which
was an unwarrantable restriction, and narrowed even this to
a form half mystic and intangible. He excluded all the ~
I
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ulated and precise knowledge of the intellect from theology,
even when they had common objects of thought. He would
simply give an interpretation of Christian experience as
defined by him, and constitute this into the system of Christian truth. The result was an indistinct and undefined pantheil:lm. The tendency of his heart to mysticism prevented
him from rising above it, but the demands of his mind for
clear thinking compelled him to define it more closely.
Though he had excluded philosopby from theology, he was
compelled, by the irresistible tendency of the human intellect, to philosophize, and constructed a pantheistic phUosophy
to justify a pantheistic theology. And thus his entire system, from the nearer definition of its first and true conception,
is but one great architectonic f"ilure, and a beacon of warning
rather than of welcome to every voyager of the seas of thought.
Kant, Hegel, nnd Schleiermacher are but
"ruined columna left alone
Of a temple ne'er complete."

Religion does constitute a sphere by itself. Christian experience is a sufficient foundation for a Christian theology.
But the universe is one, and all God's ways testify of him. .A.
complete theology will therefore draw from nature; there
need be no quarrel between science and theology, though
there will be conflict. Perfect harmony between the two will
only be gained when a perfect knowledge of God's ways in
gracious dealings with the 80ul is joined by a perfect knowledge of his ways in nature, and that will be only in heaven.
Meantime the theologian must" stand and wait," but in confident hope, KNOWING IN WHOM HE BAS BELIEVED.
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